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Transform and
unlock your
institution’s
potential
At Ellucian, we have
supported tertiary
education institutions
for over 50 years by
empowering them to
adapt and grow in the
face of rapid change.
We do this through a
five-stage approach.
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Communication, collaboration, and consistency
Transparent communication is the defining factor in what makes a good
partnership. As a proud partner committed to customer success, Ellucian focuses
on remaining consistent even when the world isn’t. From timelines and budgets to
strategy and implementation, Ellucian is transparent every step of the way.

Customized solutions for every scenario
Flexibility is a core tenant of ongoing growth. As technology in the tertiary
education landscape evolves, our agility and expertise enable us to address
constant change. Our personalized, modular approach enables us to tailor our
solutions to the unique needs of our customers and their goals.

Powering the integration of systems and insights
Ellucian Ethos harnesses the power of your institution by connecting people,
processes, and applications. Ellucian integrates your programs and solutions
aimed at faculty, staff, and student success. Our platform provides a unified
student view, enables seamless and consistent implementation, and maintains a
consolidated source of accurate, real-time analytical reporting.

Supporting exceptional student experiences
Exceptional student experiences begin with resilient, future-proofed
architecture—and that relies on the cloud. We partner with institutions to build a
more connected, efficient future in the cloud with agile architecture designed for
an era of rapid change, the student experience, and institutional stability.

Sharing data to enhance the student lifecycle
In order to meaningfully engage prospects, students, and alumni, the ability to
leverage data is critical. Institutions must shift to a culture of data stewardship
instead of siloed data ownership. With modern reporting and data management
tools from Ellucian, tertiary education providers will be well placed to truly
enhance the student lifecycle.

